
CLASS NEWS— Sarah Valkenburgh Tsiaras 
and Bill Tsiaras proudly announced the birth  
of their first child, Luke William Tsiaras,  
born on July 11, 2006 in Providence, Rhode 
Island. Sarah is in her third year of  
an internal medicine residency and Bill is 
working towards an MD PhD at Brown.

Amy Stone Atizer and her husband  
Jay Atizer (Tuck ’00) welcomed their second 
child into the world on October 3, 2006.  
James Elbert Stone Altizer weighed 7 pounds 
and 11 ounces and was 19 inches long.  
He has already stolen the hearts of his parents 
and his three-year-old big sister Mary Grace.

Jennifer Welsh married James Takata 
(William and Mary) on July 7, 2006 in 
Healdsburg, California. The couple celebrated 
with and enjoyed a few days up in wine  
country with Dartmouth classmates Candice 
Buckley (with now husband Ben Schmitz) 
Jessica Kelley, Courtney Vanyo Peschel 
and Jaime Peschel, Elizabeth Hamock 
(Rozumek), Amy Yamner, Heather 

contined on page 3

(McNulty) Maher and Dave Maher. Other 
alumni who attended the wedding include  
Kim (Keith) Berglund and Andy Berglund ’00s.

Elizabeth Dziadik and Brett Kiefer 
were married in New York City on October 
21st and spent their honeymoon horseback 
riding, hiking, and dining in Argentina.

After dating for almost 8 years, Cate 
Mowell and Erik Wright ’01 were married on 
November 11, 2006 in Carlsbad, California. 
They had many Dartmouth alumni who 
attended the wedding, including bridesmaid 
Katie Daly, Stephanie Owen ’04 who was 
also a bridesmaid, Beth Owen ’01 who  
sang in the wedding, Kristin Heist, Caroline 
Kaufmann who flew in from France for  
the weekend, Anna Kate (Deutschendorf)  
and Jaime Hutter ’96 who flew in from New 
Zealand, Sandra Muller and Andrew 
Rodriguez ’96, Jon Rivinus, Dan Gestwick, 
Carrie and Sean Kisker, Jennifer Keller 
Pettit, Laura Heinichen, Nell Shanahan, 
Katey ’98 and Jason Dadakis, Greg Vadasdi 

Above: Elizabeth Dziadik 
and Brett Kiefer at their 
wedding reception in New 
York on October 21, 2006.
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From the President,

As I write this column, the New Year has just been rung in and with it comes once again 

the inspiration to set some goals and resolutions to make changes in my personal life. 

No doubt others of you have made resolutions as well, and by the time you receive this 

newsletter—well into the new year—some of us will likely have already left some of those 

goals behind. 

Despite your success or failure in sticking to your other resolutions this year, 

there is one resolution that I would challenge all of us to take up at any point during  

the year—the resolution to stay in better touch with our friends and classmates  

(or to reconnect in cases where we’ve lost touch). If you’re not certain where to begin,  

I offer four simple ideas:

UPDAte YoUr coNtAct INForMAtIoN wIth the college

online at https://dartmouth.org/loginform.php?refer=search.  

the college’s central database is the primary means by which we know 

how to reach you. each time we send a newsletter, e-mail update, or 

advertisement for a mini-reunion, we rely on the data on record at the 

college. take a minute to check that your contact information is up-to-date. 

ShAre YoUr NewS AND PhotoS wIth clASSMAteS. 

our newly revamped website makes it incredibly easy for you to submit  

your news for the class newsletter and for the Dartmouth Alumni 

Magazine. log onto http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/99 to submit 

 your news and photographs of your work, travel, and family. Don’t think  

of it as self-promotion, but rather as an easy way to keep classmates  

up-to-date on your activities.

check oUt oUr lISt oF loSt clASSMAteS oNlINe At 

https://dartmouth.org/classes/99/news_missing_classmates.php.  

we are unable to reach a growing number of classmates because we 

do not have valid e-mail addresses for them. As our primary means of 

communication with the class is via e-mail, you and your friends may  

be missing out on important communications if we don’t have a valid 

address for you. with important reunion information appearing in the 

coming months, you’ll want to be sure that we know how to reach you.

AtteND oNe oF oUr 30th bIrthDAY MINI-reUNIoNS 

this spring. there’s no replacement for seeing classmates face-to-face, and 

our mini-reunion chairs are planning some fabulous events. Further details 

will arrive via e-mail and will be posted on the website later this winter.

of course, there are many other ways in which we could all stay in touch, but 

I’m out of room, and I think you get the idea. I’ll do my best to do a better job of staying in 

touch, and I hope you will too!

Michelle Sweester

No matter where 
you live, the  
Class of 1999  
will do its part  
to keep you 
in touch with 
Dartmouth  
and with all of 
your classmates.

But none of this 
can happen 
without the 
support of every  
member of the 
Class of 1999. 

Remember to  
pay your dues!

https://www.
dartmouth.org/
classes/99/ 
dues.php
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Above: Isabella, 2 1/2 and 
Benjamin, 1 smiling playfully 
for their parents heather 
(harnett) ross and Chris 
ross. They’re getting ready 
for Dartmouth early! 

left: reva Dolores Papsdorf 
smiling in her holiday best 
for parents Jill and Josh.

’98, Karen and Liam Krehbiel ’98s, Kathleen 
Eibl ’98, and many, many more ’01s. Cate 
and Erik enjoyed a fun and restful honeymoon 
skiing on 5 feet of new snow in Whistler, BC.

Seth Mensah is enjoying life in upstate 
New York as an internal medicine physician.  
He also mentioned that Greg Sainnoval  
is in the third year of his surgical residency 
at Christiana Hospital in Delaware.

Denise Hobson Ryan is busy 
working as a prosecutor out in Arizona 
and enjoying life with her beautiful baby 
boy, Liam, and husband Jason.  

John Fowler has gained extensive 
experience with the long, dark nights of winter 
since leaving Dartmouth. As an ice driller, 
John has worked in remote parts of the world, 
though this has not dampened his strong 
Dartmouth spirit. John writes that he has “been 
travelling and working around the world from 
the geographic North Pole to Greenland and 
to the geographic South Pole, and have been 
taking pictures of the 99 banner along the way”.

Curtis Wilgosh graduated in May 2006 
with an MBA from Washington University in 
St. Louis and is now a Business Planning and 
Analysis Manager with a manufacturing firm 
in Madison, Wisconsin. On top of the new 
job, Curtis continues to be an active partner 
on a 2,500 acre family farm which keeps him 
quite busy. However, he did find enough time 
to attend a wedding at the Four Seasons 
Hotel in Washington, DC. Whilst there, 
he ran into Scott Peach and Samantha 
Sommers, and the three had a great time.

Jill Papsdorf and her husband Josh 
Papsdorf ’98 welcomed Reva Dolores to their 
family on September 24, 2006. She was named 
after her grandmother and Josh’s grandmother. 
Reva Dolores weighed 9 pounds 10 ounces— 
a very big baby! Big brother Caleb (who turned 
3 in December) seems to be taking to her very 
well. She’s a great baby, only eating about 
every 4 hours at night instead of every 2 hours 
like most newborns. The couple moved from 
New York to Wichita, Kansas in July 2005, 
with no plans to leave until next summer at the 
earliest. Jill returned to work for the National 
Academy Foundation after her maternity leave. 
She recently celebrated her 5th anniversary 
there and is continuing to work on application 
design and database management.

—Remember to send us your news for the next issue!
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Dear Class of 1999:

I’m still not finished with my work here in Ghana. I’ll be back home in the beautiful 
cold (its beautiful compared to this heat) Monday night. Until then I’m swamped 
by ungraded final exams, of which I still have one more to administer. Since my last 
email my responsibilities within the school have grown drastically. 

I was officially put in charge of the morning class (the 2nd years) and all of their 
classes. I occasionally lecture on world history to the first years. Apart from that, I’ve 
given all of energy to the twenty-two 2nd years. One of the most exciting aspects of 
the school, or of this experience, is having to make do with the little around us. Most 
of the girls do not have books so I photocopy notes for them, and they then make 
their individual copies. For the entire class, there are about 5 anatomy books, and 
they serve just fine for everyone’s studying. In terms of dissections, we did several 
this term. Unlike in high school or college where we receive organs prepackaged in 
paraformaldehyde, here Mr. Tim and I simply go to the butcher’s. Getting body parts 
for dissection is somewhat of an art, since we have to arrive at just the right time 
in the morning in order to get the right body parts. For only $50 you can get your 
very own cow head with partial nervous system, entire respiratory system, and some 
sensory organs. Besides dissecting, the animal parts that we buy serve as dinner for 
most of the students. Although I’ve been invited to these dissection dinner parties, 
I quietly pass the opportunity by.

The school term has also been quite exciting. We have been relocated twice, 
thus the students have done about as much moving as attending classes. Apart 
from being moved around, we were able to set up a soccer team. Thus far, the girls 
team has gone undefeated. I also joined a soccer team. A team of preachers. Asides 
from benign preachers, there are of considerable age but quite agile. At first I was 
somewhat skeptical of the level of play that I would encounter. I soon found out 
that Ghanaians, particularly older ones, are quite ridiculous at soccer. I think I’ve 
bench-warmed more this month than throughout high school. Regardless, playing 
with these preachers has improved my level of play, somewhat. 

We also took a small trip to the northern part of Ghana. Asides from the 24 hours 
of traveling the trip was pretty awesome. The northern part of Ghana is extremely 
cultural, and included in that is an almost untinged notion of village life. Mr. Tim is 
from the north, and thus I visited his mother and home town. His town is scarcely 
bigger than our school campus and the homes are made of mud and cement. His 
mother home is a simple two room village house with no door (more like a front 
curtain). The family sleeps on the roof, since the nighttime heat is often too much to 
bear. The region is also quite beautiful. The entire region is savannah like with huge 
baobab trees scattered throughout. One of the particular animals of that region is 
the crocodile. I decided to visit a pond of them, near a village whose beliefs include 
the crocodile as a god. After feeding a huge crocodile a chicken, he was apparently 
satisfied enough to let me grab his tail and take a picture. They said I was also free 
to swim in the lake if I wanted to, and they promised the crocodiles would not bite. 
I, of course, gently declined the invitation. 

My apologies for the briefness of the email, but I have to get back to making 
final exams.

Best wishes to all,
Johann A. Maradey, ’08
25 December 2006

In 2006 we broke yet another 
Dartmouth Alumni record by 
becoming the youngest Class to name 
a Tucker Fellow. In fact, in addition  
to naming Johann A. Maradey ’08  
the Class of 1999 Tucker Fellow for 
2006, Class Project contributions 
covered the selection and plating of 
an Alumni Memorial Book for each  
of our three deceased classmates  
at Dartmouth’s Baker-Berry Library.

Our Class Project 2007, which  
runs from September 2006 to August 
2007 will again fund the Tucker 
Fellowship experience of a Dartmouth 
student selected by the William 
Jewett Tucker Foundation.

Your Class Project contribution, 
however small or large, is a 
meaningful, tangible way to influence 
current student life at Dartmouth. 
Contributions may be made with your 
dues payment in the mail or online.

I appreciate all you do to support 
your Class and the College. I look 
forward to hearing your comments 
and feedback at dave.dookeeram@
alum.dartmouth.org or 404.277.5830.

Best wishes for 2007,
Dave Dookeeram

MeSSAge FroM 

the clASS Project 

coMMIttee 
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left: Courtney, Jessica, 
Jennifer, Amy, Candice, 
and Elizabeth at Jennifer’s 
wedding

lower left: Zehra, Yuika, 
Elizabeth, Melissa, Josie, 
Jing, and Grace at Elizabeth 
and Brett’s wedding.
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Peter w. Agnes, III*
Amy stone Altizer*
Eric J. Anderson*
Jennifer r. Anderson
Emily M. Atkinson*
suzanne Eastman Baldwin
lauren M. Baptist
Allison B. Bawden*
Benjamin G. Bawden*
Todd M. Becker*
Deborah M. Bender
lucas M. Bianchi*
Anna J. Birch*
Jean C. Blackerby*
Kylie A. Booth, M.D.*
Jeffrey D. Bradford, Esq.*
Joshua E. Brann
lee A. Bronsnick*
Justin C. Bunker*
Katherine P. Burke*
francis P. Cappello, III*
Elizabeth A. Castellani*
henry T. Chen, M.D.
Jeana Chung
Andrew J. Cohen*
Jennifer A. Collins
Jill T. Connors, Esq.
John M. Cruz*
Jason s. Dadakis
C. rhona E. Dallison
luke T. Dalton
Andrew M. Dance*
Eboni D. Dawkins*
Christine Delorenzo
sarah f. Dinwoodey*
stephen C. Donahue*
Dave K. Dookeeram,  

M.P.h., C.h.E.*
folarin s. Dosunmu*
rosalind P. Douglas
Danielle J. Downing*
Jennifer l. Eaton, M.D.
Alyce Erdekian*
Cenk Ergan
Justin C. r. Evans*
Timothy M. Evans*
Tui’one r. faleafa*
Nathaniel C. fick
Kevin C. findlan*
Jeffrey B. fine*
Amy M. foust*
Elizabeth A. french*
Gordon K. fu*
Jennifer l. fulton*
James D. Gallo*
Katherine s. Garrett, D.V.M.*
Amy B. Gately*
Beth westman Gaus*
Alexander G. Ghesquiere*
Eugene Gorbach
stacey M. Green
Graham r. Gunst*
Zachary r. hafer
Taylor hamra*

laura M. heinichen
Claire E. M. heleniak*
Bunker l. highmark
Kimberly M. hill*
George B. hinton
Karen ho*
Jennifer l. holden
Jenny l. holland
Nathaniel r. huckel-

Bauer, Esq.*
Antony G. hudek*
Jonathan M. hummel*
Karen hung
robert A. h. Isaacs
sarah Iversen Ito
Elysa l. Jacobs*
C. healy Jones*
Elizabeth r. Jones*
Caroline r. Kaufmann*
stephen Keel
Kate A. Keller, Ph.D.*
Jessica l. Kelley*
John r. Kline*
Kenneth r. Kriwanek*
David h. Kung
sylvia T. langford*
Elizabeth T. laughlin*
Eve r. lazovitz*
Tae-soo lee
william r. leicht*
Barbara linen*
Danica C. lo*
leonora s. l. lok*
Margaret Cashion lysy*
Madhavi Mahizhnan
Kyle D. Marchesseault
william Martinez
Matthew B. Maserati
Jessica A. A. McArt
Catherine V. McCarthy 

hutasuhut*
Meghan C. McMenamy*
Erin K. Moodie*
Augustus s. Moore*
David J. Moore*
Jennifer l. Moore*
Katherine Kirwan Moore*
rexford l. Morey*
B. Catherine Mowell
flynn C. Murphy
Tully P. Murphy*
Brian r. Neff*
sara w. Nelson
Craig B. Nerenberg*
Andra winokur Newman
Anne r. Newman, D.D.s.
sarah s. Nutting
Jill Anne Perring Papsdorf
Ji-soo Park*
Priscilla E. Parsons*
wilhelm E. Paukert*
Christopher J. Pedrick
Tara l. Pennington*
Courtney V. Peschel

Everyone who pays 

their 2006–2007 

class dues before 

March 31st will 

be entered into a 

drawing to win 

FREE REUNION 

REGIstRAtION 

for themselves  

and a guest.

those who have paid will already  

be entered into the drawing. If you 

have not paid, you can pay online 

at http://www.dartmouth.org/

classes/99 or through the mail in  

the second dues notice, which you 

should receive shortly.  Email your 

questions to us at class.of.1999@

alum.dartmouth.org.

Jennifer Keller Pettit
sarah A. Piecuch, M.D.
M. Catherine Pieroni*
Jose A. Pluto
laura J. Poplawski*
Nicole Eftychiou Post*
rebecca J. Powell*
Dhruv A. Prasad*
Elizabeth s. reder*
r. Jamieson reigle*
Brian J. reilly*
Damali M. rhett*
Julie T. rhodes
Melissa l. rikard*
Erica s. rivinoja*
Jonathan rivinus*
Kristin lucas robillard*
Gemma ros*
Emily loudon sands*
Erik s. saunders*
Emily l. schopick, M.D.
Benjamin J. seides
Julia E. sharma*
Matthew D. shevlin*
Erich B. shigley*
Christopher M. showalter*
Adam D. silberfein
leonora r. snyder*
Casey l. sovo*
Audra J. spanish*
Todd D. spanish*
hilary A. stanton
Joel r. stanton
Andrea h. stenger*
Michael P. stern*
Ben sternberg*
heather lindsay stewart*
Monica C. sunwoo*
David D. sussman
Michelle l. sweetser*
lauren h. sykes*
Jarrod C. Tisdell*
Megan hjermstad 

Tompkins*
Matthew A. Traupman*
filip T. Troicki
sarah Valkenburgh 

Tsiaras, M.D.*
william G. Tsiaras*
shigeru Uehara*
Adrienne P. w. wagner
David wagner
Geoffrey A. walford, M.D.*
Evan J. walsh*
Kevin M. whitcher
Curtis r. wilgosh*
Monica D. wilkins*
Katherine A. willets*
lara X. williams*
willy wong*
Erica J. wygonik*
Amy N. Yamner*

clASS oF 1999 DUeS PAYeeS
2006–2007 fiscal year, as of January 1, 2007 
* Indicates classmate also contributed to the class project 
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Towfik l. h. Al swaidi

Karen N. Anderson

Ada V. Anon

Amy M. Antman

heather l. Arsenault

Beatrice P. Au

Benjamin G. Bawden

lucas M. Bianchi

Dorothy G. Binion

stephen J. Brown

Elizabeth A. Castellani

sylvia E. Cediel

Daniel T. Chang

Jennifer J. Chon

Jill T. Connors, Esq.

lauren w. Cornthwaite

Matthew T. David

Christopher G. Davilla

robert w. Davis

Colin J. Dean

Christopher A. Dedicik

Nathaniel E. DeGeare

sarah w. Dickinson

lisa f. Duquella

Andrea M. Eckberg

Charity A. flint

Ivonne Garcia

Jonathan D. l. Gibbs

Deborah A. Green

Adam C. Groff

sabina hak

Kimberly M. hill

Mia f. hockett

reynaldo r. hubbard, Jr.

Benjamin w. huerth

Marion P. Johannsen

Eric B. Jontz

selena C. Judge

Monique E. Kademian

samantha A. Keena

Jennifer C. Keller

Aman C. Khapoya

John J. Kim

Jonathan J. Kim

Evan Koch

Mona K. Kotecha

Kenneth C. Kraemer

Eric h. lee

Benjamin B. lind 

Andrew h. Maixner

Cesar A. Mayorga, Jr.

Erin E. McCracken

Elizabeth T. Meigher

Gregory T. Miller

James B. Min

Katherine Kirwan Moore

Julie B. Murphy

se-il Oh

Yoona Park

Adam M. Pearson

Katherine C. ramsey

Aaditya V. rangan

Marc P. resteghini

George E. richardson

robert G. roensch

farrah K. russell

Kate C. russell

Brian Orlando salazar

Gabriel B. sauerhoff

heather lindsay stewart

Christopher P. sullivan, Jr.

sabrina D. wells

the ’99 class executive committee has been unable 

to reach the following individuals because we lack 

their email addresses. email will be our primary 

communication tool to distribute information about 

our 10th-year reunion. help us keep in touch with you 

by making sure we have your correct email address!  

If you know how we can reach these individuals, are 

on the list yourself, no longer receiving our emails or 

would prefer they go to a different address, please email 

class.of.1999@alum.dartmouth.org.

MISSeD coNNectIoN
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p r E S i d E N t

Michelle Sweetser

v i C E p r E S i d E N t

Kevin Findlan

S E C r E tA ry

Tony Perry

t r E A S u r E r

Jeffrey Fine

N E W S L E t t E r E d i t o r 
Willy Wong

W E b m A S t E r

Evan Walsh

m i N i -r E u N i o N C h A i r S

Debbie Bender
Jonathan Hummel
Meg Cashion Lysy
Holly Smith Munsie
Jeff Munsie
Sara Zrike

C L A S S p r o j E C t C h A i r

Dave Dookeeram

h E A d A g E N t S

Juan Bell
Karen Mangold
Jonah Sonnenborn

Danielle Downing
Liz French
James Gallo
Caroline Kaufmann
Jessica Kelley
Seth Kelly
Emily Mulvoy Kornegay
Melissa Maggio
Ann Sharfstein Mielcarz 
Rex Morey
John Muckle
Damali Rhett
Melissa Rikard
Adrienne Wilson Wagner

httP://www.DArtMoUth.org/clASSeS/99

D’99
DeADlINe! 
to submit material for the next issue  
of Alma Matters: �� February �00�


